
Ductless heat pump interface
HP6000ZB-GE

*Possibility to combine the HP6000ZB-GE with the TH1134ZB/HC thermostat for a better use of the electric 
baseboard heater and the heat pump in the same room (air conditioning and heating interlocking).

zigbee 3.0

Ductless heat pumps and air 
conditioners equipped with a 
compatible communication port

TH1134ZB/HC*



Allows to control the heat pump via the platforms 
(Neviweb and Sinopé Smart Systems)

Possibility to ignore the remote control of the heat pump to control 
it only with Sinopé Smart Systems and/or Neviweb and/or with the 
Sinopé TH1134ZB/HC thermostat

Associated with the TH1134ZB/HC thermostat, the HP6000ZB-GE 
allows  the interlocking of the air conditioning and the electric 
heating in the same room

FEATURES

COMMUNICATION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power supply: via heat pump / air conditioner 
communication port

Operating temperature: 32 °F to 104 °F (0 °C to 40 °C)
Storage: -4 °F to 122 °F (-20 °C to 50 °C)

3-year warranty

Protocol: Zigbee 3.0 
Frequency: 2.4 GHz 
Transmission power: +20 dBm 
Receiver sensitivity: -108 dBm
Encryption key: AES-128
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Control modes*: Cool, Heat, Dry, Fan and OFF

Adjustment of the orientation of the heat pump louvers

Adjustment of the fan intensity

Activation or deactivation of the display on the heat pump head

Create automations that run based on time, sunrise/sunset, device 
action, or your presence

Automate the interlocking of air conditioning and heating in all rooms 
of the house thanks to an automation between devices with the 
Sinopé thermostats of the different rooms.

Activate personalized ambiances according to the time of the day, 
events or activity thanks to the scenes

Setpoint control

Voice assistants: compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant

Advanced features in Sinopé Smart Systems (e.g. prioritization of 
heating by the heat pump when it is more efficient than the 
baseboards)**

STANDARDS
Complies with FCC15 /NMB-003

T: 450.741.7700  
TF: 1.855.741.7701

sinopetech.com  -  sales@sinopetech.com

Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Qc, Canada

Neviweb is a trademark of Sinopé Technologies Inc., registered in Canada and the U.S.
Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
Google is a trademark of Google LLC.

    COMPATIBLES HEAT PUMPS
Scan the QR code to see which heat pumps and air conditioners are compatible 
with the HP6000ZB-GE.

These features are available in Neviweb and Sinopé Smart Systems and require the use of the 
GT130 gateway. The features may vary from one platform to another.
* Feature available on models that allow this function
**Requires the TH1134ZB/HC heating and cooling line thermostat

The HP6000ZB-GE interface can be 
combined with a TH1134ZB/HC thermostat 
for better use of the heating devices and 
ductless heat pump in the same room. 
Once the two units are combined, the 
TH1134ZB/HC ensures that the right 
heating system is running to maximize 
energy savings.

TH1134ZB-HC

*These features are available in Neviweb and Sinopé Smart Systems and 
require the use of the GT130 gateway. The features may vary from one 
platform to another.

HP6000ZB-GE


